3M™ Tegaderm™ I.V. Transparent Dressing

1655

Proven Protection from BSIs

- CVC risk of sepsis is low\(^1\)
- Notched design, curved edges and sterile tape strips prevent the dressing from lifting
- Provides an effective barrier against outside contaminants

Other benefits
- Highly breathable and comfortable with soft cloth border
- Unique picture frame delivery
Tegaderm™ I.V. Transparent Dressing 1655

Easy to apply

1. Open package and remove sterile dressing. Peel the liner from the dressing, exposing the adhesive surface. The tape strips will remain attached to this piece.

Optional: Secure catheter with tape strips if desired.

2. Position the transparent portion of the dressing so that it is centred over the insertion site, while holding the notched portion off the skin.

3. Position the dressing so the notch fits snugly around the catheter port and under the hub. The notched portion of the dressing will help to secure the catheter. Overlap the tabs under the catheter to form a tight seal. Gently press dressing into place.

4. Slowly remove the frame while smoothing down the dressing edges, moving from the centre outwards. Use firm pressure to enhance adhesion.

5. Sterile tape strips can be used over the catheter wings or hub to enhance catheter stability, or to secure IV tubing or stabilise catheter lumens.

Easy to remove. Firstly remove tape strips. Separate cloth tabs and avoid skin trauma by gently peeling the dressing back on itself whilst supporting the skin, rather than pulling it up from the skin. A medical adhesive solvent can also be used if required.

Ordering Information

3M™ Tegaderm™ I.V. Transparent Dressing 1655 with securing strips

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Code</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Dressings/Box</th>
<th>Boxes/Case</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1655</td>
<td>8.9 cm x 11.5 cm</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>